Application of Ultrasonic Bone Curette in Endoscopic Endonasal Skull Base Surgery: Technical Note
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Introduction

Over the last decade we have witnessed the rapid evolution of endoscopic endonasal surgery (EES) with advancements in surgical techniques, equipment, and instruments.1–3 Technological advancements continue to drive the evolution of EES with the application of new technologies from other surgical disciplines. The benefits of new technologies include improved operative efficiency and less surgical morbidity.

A key tenet of skull base surgery is maximal bone removal to increase surgical access and minimize neurovascular manipulation. Drilling of certain bony prominences in the skull base, such as the anterior clinoid, entails risk for damage to adjacent neurovascular structures, such as the optic nerve or internal carotid artery (ICA). The ultrasonic bone curette was first introduced in skull base surgery to minimize this risk, and its application in EES was reported.4–7 However, these previous studies have provided little information about the...
usefulness of this surgical tool for endonasal skull base approaches, and applications have been limited to sellar and suprasellar regions. In this article, we describe the technical nuances, surgical applications, limitations, and advantages provided by the use of the ultrasonic bone curette in endoscopic skull base surgery. We demonstrate that this surgical device allows for safe and effective bone removal in critical areas of the skull base and enhances safety when working in narrow surgical corridors surrounded by dura and/or important neurovascular structures.

Methods

Ten patients (three men and seven women), mean age 51.7 (18–82) years, with skull base lesions underwent EES between September 2011 and April 2012 at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (Pittsburgh, PA, USA). High-speed drill and bone rongeurs were used in all cases for most of the bone work during the exposure. The ultrasonic bone curette (Sonopet Ultrasonic Aspirator, Stryker Corporation, Kalamazoo, MI, USA) was used for the precise removal of specific bony structures in critical areas, usually adjacent to neurovascular structures.

The Sonopet Ultrasonic Aspirator unit has a main console, a pedal, cables, and tubing to connect the handpiece. The suction and irrigation pumps are built into the main unit, which is out of the surgical field. The device removes tissue using energy from ultrasonic frequency vibration created by a piezoelectric element delivered to the handpiece. There is a universal handpiece 12.9 cm in length and 2.2 mm in diameter. An extended curved tip has been created for use endonasally, the Superlong Endoscopic Straight Tip, which is 20.15 cm in length and 1.5 mm in diameter (Fig. 1A). Different sizes and angles for the cutting surface are available, which allows side action without damaging tissue adjacent to the opposing smooth surface: the Superlong Payner 360°, 19.58 cm in length, and the Superlong Open Angle Micro Claw and Superlong Micro Claw, both 19.59 cm in length (Fig. 1B). The Micro Claws have a limited cutting surface, which means just one side of this tip is the active cutting zone (Fig. 1C).

The tip combines the oscillation of longitudinal and torsional vibrations. Longitudinal excursion distance is minimal at ~14 μm, which results in a predominantly torsional movement. The movements occur in 25 KHz frequency and 0.36 mm width amplitude. There is also another, less aggressive handpiece specific for soft tissue debridement with a 34-KHz frequency. Because of the nonrotational design, soft tissue and cottonoid pledgets are not grabbed and spun by the tip,7–9 and there is little or no torque, both potentially negative features of a standard drill.

Minimal pressure is necessary during the bone drilling because a light touch of the tip promotes bone fragmentation. Simultaneously, the device uses irrigation directly through the tip, offering continuous cooling and thereby avoiding heat injury to the nearby neurovascular structures. Finally, continuous aspiration via the tip removes the bone fragments and the water from the surgical field. The three variables (frequency of oscillation, irrigation, and aspiration) can be independently controlled and adjusted from the main console to provide the ideal performance for each case.

Results

One patient with osteoarthritis and one with os odontoideum (Fig. 2A and 2C) underwent an endoscopic endonasal resection of the odontoid process due to irreducible symptomatic cervicomедullar compression. The ultrasonic bone curette was less efficient than the drill during the less delicate portions of bone removal such as the anterior ring of the atlas and the initial dens resection. However, in the final stages of dissection of the inner cortex, the aspirator was believed to be more controlled for bone removal in this critical area adjacent to the adherent tectorial membrane and ligaments (apical, alar, and transverse) (Fig. 2B). With standard dissection techniques, a rim of adherent bone often remains at the most compressive portion of the tip of the odontoid. Safely dissecting this free-floating bone from the densely adherent ligaments can be challenging yet critical for complete decompression. The light touch of the ultrasonic curette allowed a controlled bone fragmentation of the odontoid process and a complete resection in both cases. Although this can be achieved using a drill and rongeurs, this new technique was believed to provide improved control in this deep, narrow corridor. In addition, the nonrotational mechanism
avoids damage to the surrounding soft tissues that could occur when using extended high-speed drills.

Five other patients underwent transcervical EES, three for a clival chordoma, one for a petroclival chondrosarcoma, and one for a petroclival meningioma (Fig. 3A and 3C). In these cases, the ultrasonic curette was used for removal of the posterior clinoid (Fig. 3B). The posterior clinoid is surrounded by dura and located deep in a narrow corridor bounded by the ICA (anterolateral), pituitary gland (anteromedial), and oculomotor nerve (posterolateral). The limited cutting surface of the ultrasonic curette permitted a safe and complete resection of the posterior clinoid process in all five cases, with no injury to the dura mater and surrounding neurovascular structures. Despite the directional selectivity of the ultrasonic curette, the ICA was gently retracted and protected with a suction tip whenever working in direct proximity. Similar to resection of the dens, if the posterior clinoid became detached from the dorsum sellae, controlled removal of the loose piece of bone was facilitated by the ultrasonic curette as detailed earlier.

Two patients had anterior cranial base lesions: a right-sided olfactory groove meningioma (Fig. 4A and 4C) and an esthesioneuroblastoma involving bilateral olfactory clefts. The patient with the right-sided meningioma had a unilateral anterior cranial base resection via one nostril for preservation of olfaction; the patient with the esthesioneuroblastoma had a bilateral anterior craniofacial resection. In both cases, most of the bone of the anterior cranial base was removed with a high-speed drill and bone rongeurs. The ultrasonic bone curette was used to drill the right half of the crista galli on the first case (Fig. 4B) and to remove the crista galli completely on the second one. After the dissection of the olfactory sulcus dura from the crista galli, the ultrasonic curette was placed in this narrow space between the dura and the bone. Its one-sided cutting surface allowed the safe drilling of the crista galli while maintaining the integrity of the adjacent dura. When the crista galli is partially or totally detached from the frontal bone, further drilling, dissection, and removal of the mobile bone fragment becomes more difficult. In both cases, it was possible to perform the resection of the crista galli with no dural injury.

The last patient, who presented with slight visual field loss, mild proptosis, and an afferent pupillary defect secondary to fibrous dysplasia (Fig. 5A and 5C), underwent an endoscopic endonasal left optic nerve decompression. In this particular case, the ultrasonic bone curette was used to drill the left half of the crista galli (Fig. 5B). The limited cutting surface of the ultrasonic curette permitted a safe and complete resection of the crista galli, with no injury to the dura mater or surrounding neurovascular structures. Despite the directional selectivity of the ultrasonic curette, the ICA was gently retracted and protected with a suction tip whenever working in direct proximity. Similar to resection of the dens, if the posterior clinoid became detached from the dorsum sellae, controlled removal of the loose piece of bone was facilitated by the ultrasonic curette as detailed earlier.
case, the optic nerve was displaced anteriorly and inferiorly by the tumor. The initial bone removal was performed with high-speed drills and rongeurs, including most of the roof of the optic canal. During the removal of the roof, a narrow corridor was created with the optic nerve immediately below. The ultrasonic bone curette was used to remove a small amount of bone over the optic nerve to achieve complete nerve decompression (Fig. 5B). Again, its limited cutting surface permitted safe removal of bone from the roof of the optic canal without injury to the optic sheath.

In summary, the ultrasonic bone curette was effective in achieving the surgical goals in all 10 cases. No heat or mechanical injury was observed when the noncutting surface of the tip touched the dura or adjacent soft tissue. Nevertheless, structures such as the ICA were protected with a suction tip whenever the device was used in direct proximity. No acquisition of additional surgical skills was necessary to handle the ultrasonic curette.

Discussion

The use of ultrasonic devices is well established not only in neurosurgery but in many other medical specialties and also dentistry.9 For example, neurosurgeons have described its application to perform anterior clinoid removal for paraclinoid aneurysms,8 for optic canal “unroofing” to treat parasellar tumors,10 to open the internal auditory canal in acoustic neuroma surgery,8 and for vertebral artery anterior decompression11 and spinal surgery.12–15 There are few reports in the literature regarding the application of the ultrasonic curette in endoscopic endonasal transsphenoidal and sinus surgery.4–7 However, to our knowledge, there is no previous report about the use of this equipment for extended applications of the endoscopic endonasal approach, in particular for the resection of the odontoid process, posterior clinoids, crista galli, and optic nerve decompression as well. During EES, a distinct advantage of the ultrasonic curette is the ability to work in a narrow corridor without the risk of circumferential tissue damage. The directionality of the Sonopet tip provides protection of tissues opposite the bone. Examples include removal of the posterior clinoid and crista galli, and optic nerve decompression. This situation is aggravated if the bone is mobile. For instance, when working at the craniovertebral junction, previous pathologic fractures or surgical manipulation can lead to a disconnection of the tip that may lead to a free bone fragment. During posterior clinoectomy, this osseous process is often freely mobilized. Its removal is already challenging because of the proximity of the dura, pituitary gland, adjacent ICA, and oculomotor nerve. In
such situations, a drill is ineffective and dangerous due to displacement of the fragment. The ultrasonic curette requires minimal pressure to remove the bone fragment without significant displacement.

The ultrasonic bone curette does not require a significant learning curve. However, we highlight that the ultrasonic curette by itself does not avoid the risk of injury to adjacent neurovascular structures. The most important factors to decrease the incidence of iatrogenic lesions are still the use of appropriate techniques and surgeon expertise. Two limitations, economic considerations aside, of the ultrasonic bone curette were noticed. First, it is not adequate for heavy bone removal in wide, more superficial surgical areas (i.e., sphenoid sinus) because it is time consuming, less precise for fine end-on shaving, and does not provide any benefit when compared with high-speed drilling. As reported before, most of the bone removal in endonasal approaches is performed using high-speed drills and bone punches. We do not recommend the ultrasonic bone curette for routine bone removal due to a less aggressive tip when compared with coarse diamond or cutting drill bits, which could increase the procedure time significantly. In addition, removal, for instance, of the bone covering the parasellar or paracaval segments of the carotid is better performed with precise and meticulous high-speed drilling in combination with bone punches and dissectors. We reserve the ultrasonic bone curette for critical areas to decrease the risk of injury to adjacent soft tissue or neurovascular structures.

Second, the spray of the irrigation can hinder visualization for accurate and safe drilling, especially in narrow corridors. In such situations, an experienced surgical team (two surgeons using the four-hands technique) is imperative to maintain good visualization during the procedure.

Conclusions

The ultrasonic bone curette is a useful adjunct during EES of the skull base. It does not replace but rather complements the use of a high-speed drill. The mechanical characteristics of this surgical tool (nonrotational mechanism, low profile, directional cutting surface) provide protection to adjacent dura and neurovascular structures when working through narrow corridors. Another advantage of the ultrasonic curette is the resection of loose pieces of bone attached to the dura or ligaments. In this study, we demonstrated specific applications of the ultrasonic bone curette where it has advantages compared with the high-speed drill. Further studies are needed to prove the benefit of this surgical device, especially in decreasing the risk of injuries.
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